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Introduction
Approximately 10% of all doctor’s visits in the US are unnecessary in that they do not result in treatment plans or specialist referrals but instead, involve recommendations of self-implementable treatments. This waste in resources amounts to an overwhelming $5.2 billion annually in the US alone. With our diagnostic device and information base, patients who have serious or physician-treatable illnesses will have a protocol that can direct them to seek proper medical attention. Those with less serious or personally treatable conditions such as viral infections, can avoid unnecessary physician consultations, thus reducing the waste of time, money and resources that accompanies these non-essential doctors visits.

Need Statement
We sought to create an affordable, non-invasive, and easily interpretable at-home test that can accurately diagnose four common respiratory diseases (Influenza A, Influenza B, Adenovirus and RSV), in order to reduce unnecessary visits to the doctors office and the burden these visits impose on the healthcare system.

Testing
1) When you have a sinus disease...
   ...You can use our product!
   Attach the cache and make sure the tip is secure...
   ...insert it in your nose...
2) To collect a mucus sample.
   Unscrew Cache and insert tests.
   Agitate cache to expose sample to test strips and match results with accompanying Directives.

How it works
Our device is capable of diagnosing patients and advising those with viral infections that do not require physician intervention to instead implement other easily executed treatment plans. As a result, we have decided to have a two-part prototype:
a. The first part includes designing a battery-operated nasal aspirator to test for four viral diseases: Influenza A and B, RSV, and Adenovirus.
b. The second part of our prototype is an information base where patients receive advice about their diagnosis results.
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Conclusion/Future Steps
Should this product be commercialized, it has the potential to eliminate unnecessary physician consultations. Patients now have a one-stop-shop from test to diagnosis to treatment options in one product. We are yet to develop an interactive online information base and smartphone application that guide patients through their test results. These tools will be modeled for Influenza A, Influenza B, RSV & Adenovirus. This project can be further expanded in the future by adding additional diseases to the database along with their corresponding immunoassay and further refining proposed treatment plans.
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